
Emails that Convert
How to Craft

WRITING EMAILS THAT’LL HAVE YOUR AUDIENCE
ENGAGED AND INTRIGUED BY EVERY LINE

B Y  T R A C Y  M A L O N E



I do this by sharing my many years of experience, hard work, and research with my
online community -- primarily to the members in my Activation Inner Circle and
coaches I certify within The American Association of Female Entrepreneurs, an
accredited Business Coach Certification program.. Through online training
programs and monthly Activation Kits, I help women grow a profitable, lifestyle
business without the overwhelm.

Helping women from all over the world to create online businesses is my "Bankable
Gift" to the world. Through my help, many women have transformed the way they
do business and are now generating hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue in
their own businesses using my tools and strategies. And guess what?!! You can too!

I’ve trained thousands of women from around the world, built incredible
relationships, and delivered industry-leading training through my online programs.
I am always honored to confidently share valuable insight that anyone believing for
bigger can easily implement into their business right away.

So with that being said... it’s time to start converting 40 times faster with an
effective email that speeds up the buying process 3 times faster. A business that
allows you to create the profitable lifestyle business and life you and and your loved
ones deserve.

Let's get you Activated!

X
Tracy

Hi, I’m Tracy Malone, award-winning Female Entrepreneur
Business Coach.  My sweet spot is to  help coaches,
consultants, and professional service business owners to grow
their business using the most innovative digital tools and
automated funnel building marketing systems.

TIPS ON HOW CRAFT EMAILS
THAT convert

WWW.TRACYABOAGYEWAMALONE.COM

http://www.activationinnercircle.com/


If the people on your list never open your emails, then Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail, and iCloud will 

 typically assume that your emails are from a "spam" address, and you'll always land in the

Promotions folder :-(

So yes, consider the body of your email as prime real estate and a hot commodity...

So if you can't resist adding an image, make it a good one, like a screenshot of a testimonial or 

 attention-grabbing GIF...

Would you prefer a testimonial social proof image or your logo?  Social proof all the way, right?

So only include an image in your email if you feel that it's absolutely positively necessary :-) 

We all want to land in the Primary folder, right?

Well if that's the case, then this is probably the easiest tweak that makes one

of the biggest impacts. 

It's a gamechanger...

Remove all branding including images, logos and graphics from your
emails, especially in the headers and signatures. 

If your email has an image of your logo in the header...

It's a trigger sign that you're a brand and not "a friend" sending an email!

The email filters will send you right into the Promotions folder.

T I P  # 1

Skip The Branding
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PRIMARY - where emails from friends, family, colleagues, etc land.
PROMOTIONS - where brand and promo emails usually land
SPAM - where emails deemed as 'junk' mail.

When you send an email, there are typically 3 options of where your email will land:

Landing in the Primary folder should always be your priority, as those are the
most opened, and most clicked emails. Your contact will even get a notification
when your email arrives.

Your only competition there is their dad's joke email chan, and their boss asking
them where to work more hours.

The promotions and spam folders are hardly ever checked no matter the audience
plus you'd be competing with every other brand and promotion that is being
subscribed to!

Not good, right?

When you're writing your email into your autoresponder (eg.
Constant Contact, Infusionsoft, ActiveCampaign, Mailchimp), 
there's any easy way to 'test' to see where your email will land.

Don't have an email marketing tool?
My gift to you!  Here's a link from Constant Contact to get you 
started!  Plus you'll receive $75 once as a thank you! 

T I P  # 2
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Know Your Folders

YES, SIGN ME UP FOR CONSTANT CONTACT

https://www.constantcontact.com/features/signup.jsp?rc=487358660&sru=1125768790466&fc=f&cc=RAF-REFLINK&pn=ROVING


This final tip is a hack when you're testing your emails, but cannot seem to figure
out WHY they won't land in the Primary! 

Instead of testing the whole email, test it line by line.

Eg. Put the first line in, and then test to see if it lands in Primary.  If it doesn't then
you know Line 1 is all good.

Then put the second line in, and hit and send.  If that lands your email in  your
Promotions folder, then you know there is something that seems promotional or
spammy in Line 4. 

Get it?

You can tweak it and test it again until your email lands in Primary. 

Yes it can be tedious, but it's a surefire way to pinpoint exactly what the issue is,
and fix it fast! 
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T I P  # 3

The Line Test

So there you have it...

4 Hot Tips to get your emails landing in the Primary folder!

I want to know which one is your favorite!  

I'm serious, email me at tracy@milliondollarmoneycoach.com
and let me know which was your favorite hack :-) 



T I P  # 4

Avoid "Spammy" Words 

Here are some words that will typically land you in the Spam Box, so avoid using them. 
 If you can swap these out for another word,  you'll have a greater chance of landing in
the Primary box instead of Spam: 

Removes wrinkles

Medicine

Money

Free

Winner

Bargain

Free gift

Prize

Guarantee

Once in a lifetime

Take action

Instant 

Proft

Cheap

Sale

Buy Now

Clearance

Sale

Investment

Spam

Lottery 

$ (dollar signs)

Opportunity
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Funny
Relatable
Intriguing
Solving a pain point
Single word
Personalized
Alludes to you 'Making an error' 
Question in the subject line 

The types of emails that get opened most tend to be:

 

T I P  # 5

Subject Lines

AVOID THESE SUBJECT LINES 

"Missing Out" & Other Scarcity Tactics 

e.g."Don't miss out on this chance of a lifetime!" 

"Being too 'salesy' 

e.g."Huge Black Friday Sale!" 

Create the types of emails that your readers
actually enjoy reading
Be clear, chatty & straight to the point.  
Always try to hyperlink rather than pasting links
Start your email with a greeting, like any friend
would (Dear Chloe, Hey Grace, Hi Olivia, etc.)...  

Hot Tips: Keep itsimple, sweetie!



You are in possession of one of the most
important life skill resources that you could
have when implemented the right way. But,
until you fully understand each of the  tips on
how to engage your audience and make  a deep
connection with your market, it will only remain
a key that sits on your keyring that 

So, if you’d like to maximize this email conversion resource to its fullest
potential, I want to show you exactly what to do in an advanced level
training where I hold your hand and deep dive into exactly how I create 
 copy that converts, step-by-step.  You'll receive training on everything you
need and what to do in the right order to supercharge your results and
connect and grow your list.

In my private Activation Inner Circle Coaching Program, I will become your
personal business coach and give you insight on how to create clear and
informative emails using my exact scripts, along with the confidence
training that will help you build like, love and trust right from your inbox.
The sweetest part of it all is that you will have a community of like-minded
women to connect and grow with immediately. This level of training is a
complete game changer!

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

never gets used. It will be hard to generate
more income in your business unless you use
these email conversion hacks properly. It's like
having a special tool in your toolbox but not
knowing how to use it.
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